The successful action of eradicating corruption in Indonesia influences by the accuracy of formulating the Criminal liability concept of corruptors. Accuracy is needed in determining corruptor to convict those who take part in corruption cases so they can be responsible for their corruption and be punished according to the regulation applied. This study used an empirical legal research method composing into an article from several research reports. The current concept of Criminal liability seems inadequate to arrest the doer that takes part in corruption that has been executed for his crime responsibility. This indicates the discrimination in sentencing the corruptor. Different from regulation to charge doer in general crime, corruptor is charged based on the concept of individual responsibility, thus it is necessary to propose another responsibility developed based on Adat Law such as collectivity principle of responsibility.
Introduction
One of action done by the government of Indonesia to press the number of corruption cases through Law No. 31 of 1999 that has been strengthen by Law No. 20 of 2001. The purpose of composing Law of Corruption can be found in the consideration of Law No. 31 of 1999 jo Law No. 20 and Fisheries Affairs and also charged as convicted corruptor. Rokhmin Dahuri shall take responsibility alone as well as go through all punishment sentenced on him by the court. This fact perturbs society justice and leads to society demand to those that involved and get benefit of DKP fund to be responsible and charged guilty.
One important question is why persons that take part or get benefit of illegal fund in corruption can't be charged responsible for their crime. Whether the concept of criminal liability used in court 7 cannot reach that scope.
Research Method
This article is written based on the 
Analysis and Discussion
Ideally, persons who involved prior to, Comparison between "strict liability" and "vicarious ability" seems obvious similarities and differences. The equation appears that either "strict liability crimes" or " vicarious liability" do not require the existence of a "mens rea or element of fault in the people who is prosecuted criminal. It is located on the "strict liability crimes" criminal liability are directly charged to the culprit, whereas in "vicarious liability" criminal liability is indirect. 19 In addition, the emergence of new 
Conclusion
The nature of crime of corruption as the crime congregation can be handled individually. Crime of corruption can be conducted singly, crime of corruption is a series of action that involved by many people both of before, during and after that act were happened. As well as the use of proceeds of corrution naturraly enjoy by more than one people. Based on the facts the concept of responsibility which is in accordance with the natural crime of corruption is collective responsibility. Collective responsibility is based on the values of Pancasila as the Basic 26 In the Rjang customary law the initiative and readiness of family of perpretator to responsible and reliaze of fault called as Mulo Tepung or menepung. Mulo tepung or menepung is conducted by procedure and steps as follows: First, the perpretator's family, after the accident that caused hurt to the victims for inform soon that acts to victims' family. Second, at the right mement visits the victims' family by brought bokoa iben (iben law), that is bokor betel, or called as mengipar sayap, menukat paruh, that declared the liability to treats the victim, and said to disaggre to the offender, springkle of setawar sedingin. 
